April Weekday Visit Class Schedule

Last updated 3/30/18

** Classes are not confirmed

**Monday, April 2nd
10:30:

BIO-231 Cell Tissue Interaction – Professor Khetan

**HST-126 Since Yesterday US 1974-2000 – Professor Feffer

1:50

PHL-233 Epistemology – Professor Bergamaschi Ganapini

EGL-100-06 Intro to Study Lit: Fiction – Professor Doyle

CSC-160 Can Computers Think? – Professor Striegnitz

Wednesday, April 4th

10:30

AAH-160 Art & Architecture of the US - Professor Cox

GEO-112 Environmental Geology – Professor Smith

1:50

LAS-203 China and Global in Latin America – Professor Garcia

MTH-117 Calculus 4: Integral Vector – Professor Plofker

Friday, April 6th

OPEN HOUSE - Sample classes for students are included in Open House schedule.
** Classes are not confirmed

**Monday, April 9th**

**10:30**

PSY-212/BIO-242 Neurobiology – Professor Olberg

**EGL-210 British Lit: 17th Century – Professor Jenkins**

**1:50**

PHY-121-04 Principles of Electromagnetics – Professor Amanuel

CLS-143 Classical Mythology – Professor Commoto

HST-206 Refugees World History – Professor Miller

**Wednesday, April 11th**

**10:30**

PSY-250 Abnormal Psychology - Professor Walker

ECO-101 Intro to Economics – Professor Davis

**1:50**

MTH-117 Calculus 4: Integral Vector – Professor Plofker

PSC-353 Terrorism and Torture – Professor Angrist

**Developmental Psychology – Professor Stanhope**

**Friday, April 13th**

**10:30**

MER-214-02 Strength of Materials – Professor Ramasubramanian

ECE-101 Intro to Circuits and Elec. – Professor Spinelli

PHL-265 Minds and Machines – Professor Bergamaschi Ganapini

**1:50**

EGL-100-04 Intro to the Study of Lit: Poetry – Professor Lynes

**Culinary Chemistry – Professor Kehlbeck**
** Classes are not confirmed

**Monday, April 16th**

Open House - Sample classes for students are included in Open House schedule.

**Wednesday, April 18th**

10:30

MTH-436 Topology – Professor Taylor
EGL-280 Nature and Environmental Writing – Professor Lynes

1:50

**PHY-120-02 Matter in Motion – Professor Mann**
HST-206 Refugees World History – Professor Miller

**Friday, April 20th**

10:30

ECE-101 Intro to Circuits and Elec. –Professor Spinelli

**Art and Architecture of the US – Professor Cox**

1:50

PHY-121-04 Principles of Electromagnetics- Professor Amanuel

**PSY-100 Developmental Psychology – Professor Stanhope**
LAS-203 China and Global in Latin America –Professor Garcia
** Classes are not confirmed

**Monday, April 23rd**

Open House - Sample classes for students are included in Open House schedule.

**Wednesday, April 25th**

10:30

EGL-280 Nature and Environmental Writing – Professor Lynes
GEO-112 Environmental Geology – Professor Smith
PHL-165 Minds and Machines – Professor Bergamaschi Ganapini

1:50

CLS-143 Classical Mythology – Professor Commito

**Friday, April 27th**

10:30

HST-126 Since Yesterday US 1974-2000 – Professor Feffer
PSY-212/BIO-242 Neurobiology – Professor Olberg

1:50

**PHY-120-02 Matter in Motion – Professor Mann**
HST-228 History of Union – Professor Brennan
PHL-233 Epistemology - Bergamaschi Ganapini

**Monday, April 30th**

10:30

MER-214-02 Strength of Materials- Professor Ramasubramanian
PYS-250 Abnormal Psychology – Professor Walker
ECO-101 Intro to Economics – Professor Davis

1:50

PSC-353 Terrorism and Torture – Professor Angrist
CSC-106 Can Computers Think? – Professor Striegnitz

**EGL-101-06 Intro to Study Lit: Fiction – Professor Doyle**